“It is extremely valuable to our family as we are able to share and encourage others, just like people from Okizu did for us.” — Family Camp Parent

May 19, 2022

Care Camps
2981 Ford Street, Ext. PMB 179
Ogdensburg, NY 13669

Dear Friends,

On behalf of everyone at Okizu, I would like to thank you so much for your generous gift of $32,000.00.

We are so appreciative of your support of our programs. We are now celebrating our 41st year offering vital support and healing to kids and families affected by childhood cancer. Our 2021 virtual camping programs were a great success and allowed us to continue to provide programs that kept everyone safe while providing much needed support, engagement, and fun. We are delighted to tell you that we are returning to in-person programming this summer. We will be at rented campsites until we secure a home of our own again.

Your generosity makes it possible for us to continue the Okizu tradition of support and fun all year long. Thank you so much.

Sincerely,

Suzanne B. Randall
Executive Director

SBR/jg

For your tax purposes, no goods or services were received in exchange for this contribution. Okizu’s 501 (c)(3) tax identification number is 68-0291178. Visit okizu.org and follow us on social media @okizu.